EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The classic Battletech game has been re-released now for a few years. The initial push has
subsided and most everyone is aware of the product line’s availability. A new push will be
produced to generate interest in the younger generation that is new to the world of Battletech.
An emphasis on demonstrating the concept of the game will be done throughout the year.
Also important during this time is to allow new prospects to immerse themselves within the
vast depth of the Battletech storylines without overwhelming them.
Starting with the Gama Trade show and ﬁnalizing with Dragoncon, this push will take place.
Much will focus on getting game stores to run either run demos themselves or ﬁnd our local
agents to perform demonstrations for them. For those who just visit our website, a proper video
demo must be made to teach the game to all age ranges. Another video will be made detailing
a brief history of the Battletech storylines and the factions within.
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BACKGROUND
Battletech is a classic robot combat wargame that has spanned over 20 years. Its gameplay has
a fan base that has stayed with it while the game has changed through many hands and
incarnations. Currently, Catalyst Game Labs, have acquired the rights to the game and have
brought back the classic version of the game to the joy of many fans. Catalyst Game Labs is
trying not just to bring back the old guard of fans to play the game again but is attempting to
generate the younger generation into “Mechwarriors”.
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SITUATION ANALYSIS
Strengths







Battletech is a classic wargame. Its fan base is unmoving and even those who have
fallen out with playing Battletech regularly still have a good memories of it.
The storylines in Battletech are some of the richest in science ﬁction gaming. The
storylines spans six different eras of the history of the game.
The supplements to the game are many. There is so much content a gamer could
drown in it.
Battletech has a deep, military feel, both in gameplay scenarios and storylines. It
does not come across as cartoonish or childish.
Battletech ﬁgured are still made in metal by Iron Wind Miniatures, while many
others have gone over to plastic. Although the plastics would be more proﬁtable to
produce, the perceived value from the weight of the ﬁgures may convince those
comparing games to buy into Battletech.

Weaknesses
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Although the game is a classic, the game is still very slow as compared to many of
the game that people play anymore.
Battletech is a paperwork heavy game. Newer games go with a non-paperwork
system. One of the more recent versions of Battletech, by Wizkids, came out with
such a system. Re-converting players back to the old pen and paper system may
prove troublesome.
The generation gap between wargamers from the 80’s and the 90’s to this
generation will be an obstacle. Every generation wants something they can call their
own.

SITUATION ANALYSIS
Opportunities






Although the game is a classic, it is still new to a lot of gamers. There is easily room
for plenty of possible introductions to the game.
Any of those who are re-introduced to the game that get back into it may very well
dive heavily back into the genre, buying everything they may have missed since they
fell away.
Games such as Robotech and Heavy Gear have has much success with their
Kickstarter campaigns. After the smoke has cleared and the gamers have had a
chance to play with those systems, it may be a good time to attack the weakness of
those system with heavy demos of Battletech in game stores across the country.

Threats

 Other games that play with gigantic robots are going with the Japanese Anime style
of mechs. This has always been a very popular look and feel for the genre. Movies
such as Robotech, that are an icon to the genre, have their own game out now.
Heavy Gear, another mech wargame contender, also has a heavy anime feel.
Battletech mechs look like lumbering oafs when compared to their ﬂashier
counterparts.

 Kickstarter has a number of mech combat wargames coming out with plastics
miniatures that look rather decent. Robotech gained over a million dollars in
backing and Heavy Gear gained over a hundred thousand dollars during its
Kickstarter campaign.
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OBJECTIVES
The objective in the plan is to reactivate veteran Battletech players while generating new ones
into the world of Battletech. There are a few key point to consider;
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Getting the older players back into the game will be more or less automatic as long
as we can tickle their nostalgia the right way.
Where the majority of the focus should lie for the campaign is focusing on
generating players of the younger generation.

AUDIENCES
There are two main audiences the Battletech campaign will try to reach;
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The veteran Battletech players in an attempt to reactivate them. These consistent of
males aged 35-50 years old. Unlike when they were younger, they will have children
and other responsibilities that make their gaming time limited.



The second group is the standard gamer. Males with age ranges from 16-34 years
old. These gamers generally game more than once a week and have dedicated
income to purchasing games.

STRATEGIES
To activate and generate new gamers to the Battletech line;
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Create an active demo program to promote the game directly to gamers.
Create an internet ad campaign to bring gamers to the main website
Maximize the effectiveness of the Battletech Webpage

TACTICS
Demonstration Teams
Demonstration teams can be some of the most effective ways to grow a fanbase for a game.
Care must be taken to ensure that the people brought on board for the project are not only
dedicated, but are effective at demonstrating the game. Their job is much more than playing a
game with someone. It is to teach the game, promote the background storylines, and get the
customer engulfed in the feel of the Battletech universe. A dedicated, but inept demonstrator
can produce an opposite effect toward the game.
Online Presence
One online advertising campaign can be done toward websites for older gamers such as The
Miniatures Page, and dakkadakka.net. The idea will be to entice these gamers to relive their
Battletech experiences. The ads, when clicked, should take the customers to the pages on the
website that talk about the games history.
The other advertising campaign, geared toward younger players, will the simple promotion of
the game itself. An emphasis on the basic set and the quality of all the miniatures that are in
the set will be the focus. These ads, when clicked, will take the customer to the demonstration
page of the game. This page should have a video introduction to the game and a
downloadable rules set.
Podcasts and Review Sites
Game podcasts and game review sites are plentiful. The majority would be friendly to the
Battletech universe. Many would love the opportunity to have a representative from Catalyst
Game Labs to come on board their show to talk about such a classic game as Battletech. It
would be a feather in their cap to do so. Catalyst Game Labs should take advantage of this
opportunity for the lesser review podcasts/websites. For the more professional level podcasts,
we will still pay for the exposure, but will usually be given top priority.
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TACTICS
Website Redesign for Effectiveness
The website should be rearranged to keep bounce rate as small as possible. Currently, the
bounce rate for battletech.com is 31.70%. Last month it was 37%. This can be improved by




More links to other Battletech pages at the end of every webpage.
Make each webpage much more concise. Many are too long.

The Battletech webpage should offer to take the customer to the Amazon page through
hyperlinks in its text. We never know when the customer will be convinced and ready to
purchase.
Pages based on the history and storyline of the game need to have enough information for
veteran player to generate gaming nostalgia, but not so detailed as to turn off new visitors. We
want new visitors to know the depth of the storyline by looking at much of it, not spending
most of their time on one subject.
Since the largest game shows in the world will be coming in June, it will be a great idea to start
things off at the Gama Trade show. The Gama Trade show is where distributors and game store
owners will meet to discuss the future of gaming. This is where the idea be promoted to
everyone in the industry of our intent. This way, game stores can get ahead of the game and
order product for their shelves ahead of time and secure proper demonstration teams of their
own, which is what we wanted anyway.
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CALENDAR
March 16th-20th: Gama Trade Show
Late March: Demonstration Agents go out to game stores
Late April: First wave of podcast interviews
June 3rd-7th: 2015: Origins Game Fair
Late June: Second wave of podcast interviews
August 4th-7th: 2015: GenCon Gaming Convention
September 4th-7th: Dragoncon Convention
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BUDGET
Online Presence



Gaming website online adver sing budget (dakkadakka, theminiaturespage, boardgamegeek) ‐ $1000



Facebook promo on ‐ $1000



Podcast promo on (Firecase Delta, On Board Games, and others) $2000

Conven on Circuit


Gama Trade show booth (2 booths) ‐ $ 2000



Gama Trade show lodging (6 people) – $ 2400



Gama Trade Show travel (6 people) ‐ $ 2400



Origins Game Fair booth (4 booths) ‐ $2800



Origins Game Fair lodging (12 people) ‐ $3000



Origins Game Fair travel (12 people) ‐ $ 4800



GenCon Gaming Conven on booth (4 booths) ‐ $3400



GenCon Gaming Conven on lodging (12 people) – $3000



GenCon Gaming Conven on travel (12 people) ‐ $ 4800



Dragoncon Conven on booth (4 booths) ‐ $2800



Dragoncon Conven on lodging (12 people) ‐ $3000



Dragoncon Conven on travel (12 people) ‐ $ 4800

Demonstra on Teams
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Promo ons for demo team agents = cost of material

SURVEY
Objective:
To gauge the Battletech fanbase towards their likes and dislikes in the current
wargaming hobby. The responses will steer Catalyst Gaming Labs toward
creating the right products for its customer base.
Demographic Information:
Primary Demographic: Males, aged 25-34
Secondary Demographic: Males, aged 35-44
Tertiary Demographic: males aged, aged 45-54
The typical combat board gamers will be a technophile, with interests in
television and movies. Only 5% of all combat board gamers are female.

Methodology:
The method will be a quantitive, survey through a convenience sampling of
wargamers from multiple Facebook wargame groups.
We will conduct the survery targeted towards two groups. The ﬁrst being
wargamers in general, and the same survery direct sent towards Battletech
fans.

Target Audience:
Our target audience is exactly as the demographics above show, The majority
being middle aged males.
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